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Abstract: The digitalization of the construction industry (CI) has the aim—among others—to raise the
bar of overall productivity. The craft workforce is very relevant on the overall value-chain. Therefore,
a boost in this dimension impacts the entire sector. There is a gap in proper methodologies to measure
and model productivity. Construction 4.0 novelties provide new approaches for its evaluation and
progress. This communication presents a review of workforce productivity assessment and delivers
methods focusing primarily on craft workers motion monitoring. Products and services opportunities
from Construction 4.0 in the spectrum of craft workforce management include support by embedded
sensors for data collection that allow near real-time monitoring. The work developed led to the
systematization of a framework to standardize craft workers’ motion productivity. The craft workforce
motion productivity framework, Worker 4.0, tenders nine processes integrated on a flowchart to
streamline task processes assessment and mechanization level. It also sets up a two-handed/two-legged
chart system to model craft workers’ activities and operations. The contributions to the body of
knowledge are substantiated on the framework creation with the ability to model and assess craft
workforce performance. This approach is meant to serve as base point for different stakeholders
focusing on skills, efficiency, mechanization and productivity improvements.
Keywords: workforce; productivity; construction 4.0; sensing technologies; electronic performance
monitoring; therblig; processes improvement; tasks operation modeling

1. Introduction
The Industry 4.0 concept aims at complete information (IoT) for digitalization and works
automation. In the context of the construction industry (CI), task processes remain strongly linked to
the craft workforce. At the European Union level, construction “crafts and trade workers” represents
56% of sector’ employment [1].
The systematic control of construction operations brings immediate awareness of the activities
under development specific aspects to provide the needed information for decision-making within
an agile management environment [2]. Current technological advances enable new methods of data
collection that increase reliability and real-time information. In addition, recent innovations in micro
and nanotechnology foster perennial assessments of each worker’s task performance on-site.
Since Frank and Lillian Gilbreth’s research, work design and motion studies have been
developed following different approaches for modeling/measuring productivity, mainly through
human observation of field activities [3–5]. A micromotion analysis [4], can be described as an in-depth
study on geo-localizations, actions, movements and gestures. Nonetheless, current technological
advances foster the automation of some manual data collection processes.
New procedures for analysis focus on the geographical mapping of worker locations and
trajectories in order to quantify the time spent in specific work areas [6,7]. Other studies seek a detailed
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analysis of workers’ movements and gestures using the skeleton vectoring method [8,9]. Furthermore,
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2. Sensored Construction Sites
According to Qi et al. [32], the construction industry is currently applying and in a near future
will add investments on three top technologies: BIM dimensions analysis models; sensing technology
and business information models. This highlights the relevance of methodologies based on sensing
techniques and models to deliver outcomes for improved business.
There is a broad range of sensors and sensing solutions and in the forthcoming years it is
expected that this already broad market will become bigger. What is sought to monitor, the
monitoring sample size (number of workers/professionals), the construction company project field
(e.g., buildings, infrastructures, both, service providers) and the type of solutions available are
essential aspects to consider before starting an implementation process. The combination of
different types of technologies can cover the monitoring of more diverse aspects with a higher
cost–benefit [15]. Sensing technologies implementation processes can be highly complex and may
require specialized resources. Project managers should increase their competencies on innovativeness
and communication [33] to better address on-site project innovations. To seek higher success rates in
CI sensors application, electronic data collection devices must meet many of criteria, such as return
on investment (ROI); resistance and durability; energy capacity/independence; ergonomic sizes and
weights; user-friendly; scalability; reliability; high-frequency data rate; smaller specific communication
infrastructure possible, smaller data volume for possible storage; data security [34].
Figure 2 presents the many sensors (embedded on devices/equipment/tags) to monitor construction
sites activities. The hardware devices/equipment can bring embedded more than one type of sensor
(e.g., smartphones, smartwatches, cranes, etc.). Also, the workers themselves on-duty operating
equipment/machine or handling tools/products are physical elements. For data communication,
an essential physical infrastructure of different types of equipment is needed to transmit, store and
process data (e.g., modems, gateways, bridge). The data can flow between devices and equipment,
for example, through Wi-Fi or Bluetooth. Finally, information connectivity will be mainly assured via
Ethernet for IoT platforms on local or cloud data storage. Associated with devices and equipment are
the native systems (embedded software) for their operation. Different systems (interface software) are
needed to store and process data such as operating systems and databases. Throughout the process
of implementing the devices, their use, data collection and processing, various actors/knowledge
is required.
Portable devices are considered those that are handled by workers. On the other hand, wearable
devices can be inferred as those that are next to the body, that is, adhered or in clothes [35] and also as
those coupled to personal protective equipment of workers [10,36–38]. First, because they are close to
the human body, these technologies must be provided with adequate anatomy and safety, for example,
to avoid electric shocks or burns [35]. Other important issues are: esthetics, size, resistance to bad
weather and aggressive environments, energy consumption, wireless communication and usability
regarding the operating system used [35].
Consistent image tracking of multiple workers and equipment over a long period of time tends to
be more problematic [7]. Imaging shows frequent failures due to obstacles and the trajectory crossing
with dynamic elements [7]. The progress of the work performed by image systematics can be supplied
with images collected by drones [39,40]. Three-dimensional images can be captured employing motion
capture systems (e.g., VICON and MS-Kinect), 3D camcorders [41] and point-cloud devices [40].
These technologies are applied in the construction industry to monitor workers [8,41–43], equipment
and workers [44] and the physical progress of the project construction tasks [45–47].
Within the scope of the construction industry, automated control of tools, machines and equipment
can be established to verify their use. Moreover, and by inference, it can determine the time and
the volume of work performed by the worker. As an example, rigging equipment has ohmmeters,
and welding machines can be equipped with systems to control the amount of solder deposited.
Moreover, it is possible to control the environmental factors at the construction site utilizing various
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body temperature (adhesive sensor); movement of the body (accelerometers); body orientation
(accelerometers); oxygen saturation (pulse oximeter); sweat (galvanic response sensor); electromyogram
(electrodes) [89]. Knowledge of these aspects is essential both for safety initiatives and also for worker
productivity factors improved understanding [89].
The current technological development has strengthened the provision of wearable devices
equipped with sensors to analyze the physiological aspects of individuals, mainly focusing on health
and sports performance. Scientific studies present the application of commercial devices for the
evaluation of workers in the construction industry [10,11,69,70,72]. Likewise, the use of more complex
devices such as electroencephalograms (EEG) to measure the brain activity [10,68] or to evaluate
workers actions/conduct/behavior. Craft workers are the CI “athletes” and the researchers should
apply all knowledge available to achieve their highest performance.
Through the use of images it becomes possible to map the trajectory and the occupation of
workers and equipment, as well as to determine time spent in each cycle of the production process [7].
Electronic devices equipped with a battery or power supply and with a combination of types of
sensors, as accelerometers, gyroscopes and even magnetometers, can determine workers body velocity,
orientation and gravitational forces [90]. The body motion monitoring can foster diagnoses of
inappropriate postures of construction workers during their manual activities [64]. Likewise, the
skeletonization of the human body, with many sensors applied in joints and in specifics members
(e.g., wrists and ankles) or according with the model of rotational matrices and Euler angles [65].
For human activity classification, the hardware, sensor-based acceleration, must be embedded on
the worker, through wearable sensing technologies. Most importantly, for construction sites/real-life
applications, this hardware should be adequate to wear without interferences (e.g., wireless, weightless).
Smartphones [18,19,23,24,91], wearables devices (e.g., inertial measurement units (IMU) [25,26,92] and
sports watches [27,28] have been applied as leading hardware for human activity classification.
Hardware for activity classification may be composed by many components as accelerometers,
magnetometer, gyroscope, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, memory, battery, GPS and sensors of light and temperature.
The combination of sensors, e.g., accelerometers, magnetometer, gyroscope [26] increases the processing
accuracy, but at the same time, increases the hardware cost. The same dilemma is also placed in terms of
the number of devices to cover the human body. A hardware solution based only on accelerometer will
be more cost-efficient, and few devices offer a solution with a lower cost. Table 1 presents conducted
studies on craft workforce productivity, focusing on sensors placement schema and monitored body
movements. As highlighted in Table 2, scientific studies on activity classification have been focusing
on different patterns of processes, tasks or motions. In the future, the added value of this study is to
establish a framework for craft workforce motion productivity.
Table 1. Sensor-based studies conducted for activity classification.
Characteristic

Number of Papers

References

Sensors

Accelerometer
Accelerometer and gyroscope
Accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer

4
5
3

[24,27,28,30,93]
[18–21,23]
[25,26,91]

Movement of

Arm
Arms and waist
All body
Spine
Wrist
Wrist and leg

5
2
4
2
2
1

[18–21,25]
[29,30]
[24,26,91,93]
[94,95]
[27,28]
[23]
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Table 2. Studies conducted for different types of activity classification.
Reference

Year

Classified Activity

[18]

2016

(1) Cut lumber; (2) transport (3) installation

[21]

2018

Category 1 ((1) sawing against (2) idling); Category 2 ((3) hammer and
(4) turn a wrench against idling); Category 3 ((5) load sections into a
wheelbarrow, (6) push a loaded wheelbarrow, (7) dump sections from a
wheelbarrow and (8) return an empty wheelbarrow against idling)

[23]

2018

(1) Stand, (2) walk, (3) squat, (4) clean up the template, (5) fetch and
place rebar, (6) locate the rebar, (7) bind rebar,(8) place concrete pads

[25]

2018

(1) Grab tool/part, (2) hammer nail, (3) use power screwdriver, (4) rest
arm, (5) turn screwdriver and (6) use wrench

[28]

2019

(1) Spread mortar; (2) bring and lay blocks; (3) adjust blocks; and (4)
remove remaining mortar

[30]

2014

(1) Effective work, (2) contributory work and (3) ineffective work

[31]

2011

(1) Fetch and spread mortar, (2) fetch and lay brick and (3) fill joints

3. Productivity Assessment in the Construction Industry
When determining the level for the evaluation of productivity, the possible analysis parameters are
defined and, inherently, the type of requirements that can be analyzed. Yi and Chan (2014) introduced
a four-level structure to analyze labor productivity in a top–down multilayer point-of-view [96]:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Nations/countries;
Industry (construction);
Project;
Activity/tasks.

The approach for evaluating labor performance is entirely different, depending on the analysis
level. Yi and Chan [96] indicate a macroscopic spectrum for the analysis of the CLP (construction labor
productivity) at a country level, considering a microscopic analysis at the activity level. El-Gohary
and Abdel-Khalek [97] indicate that at project level, there is a micro level (project management and
administration) and at the task level, there is a micro level. Finally, taking advantage of nanotechnology
opportunities to monitor location, movements, acceleration of workers in on-site activities, this spectrum
of analysis is completed with a “nanoscopic” dimension, allowing the assessment of work elements
and basic motion elements.
In the late 1800s and early 1900s, the study of work elements by Frederick W. Taylor and the
study of workers’ basic motions by Frank Gilbreth represented the beginning of the work’s structure
microanalysis [3,4,98]. The basic motion elements are the instant movements (gestures that last less than
a second) of the workers in service [4]. A work element is a performance, lasting six seconds or more,
of multiple basic grouped movements that represent a function in a task (e.g., scraping, hammering,
cutting) [4]. At least one task can be delivered in a few seconds or a few minutes, depending on the
activity requirements [4].
Basic workers’ motions methodologies as Therblig (reach, move, grasp, release, preposition,
use, assemble, search, select, position, inspect, plan, unavoidable delay, avoidable delay, rest to
overcome fatigue, hold) [3,4,98] are relevant to industrial processes, but too much detail for its direct
implementation in the CI.
Different approaches to the definition of a hierarchical level of labor productivity boundaries were
developed. As an example: Area, activity and, task [99]; project, division, activity, task, elemental
motion, orthopedics and, cell [100]; project, division, activity, basic task and, elemental motion [101] and;
activity, task, action and, movement [102]. Throughout times, the CI seeks to increase its performance
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Park and Tucker [106] emphasizes that benchmarking and metrics at the task level require the
standardization of the measurement units for inputs and outputs. It is also at this level that the
workflow is evaluated. Several models analyze the human, product and machinery resources within
the productive cycles, mainly evaluating the sequence and interconnection of activities, the actions
duration and standby states, as well as the amount of work performed.
Finally, at the bottom of the pyramid is the nano level of analysis. Basic motion elements and
work elements are perceived, fostering a nano assessment of the craft workforce productivity.
It is through the physical and mental effort of direct labor that construction activities are performed.
The physical and manual effort can be replaced or attenuated by the use of equipment, machines or
power tools. However, within the current reality, even in activities with a high degree of mechanization,
the intervention of a human operator is still necessary.
In this sense, the analysis of the workers’ location, movement, gestures and even physiology
(e.g., fatigue and degree of concentration), is highly relevant. Following the proposal at nano
Level, it is possible to perform detailed analysis, capable of diagnosing the task processes and thus
enable the understanding of processes technological conversion and inefficiencies diagnosis. Process
improvement actions are essential tools to increase productivity. Worker 4.0 motion productivity
focusing craft-workforce is established at nano Level.
Stating that the nano level is more prone to allow the increasing of the on-site productivity,
a proposal for craft workforce motion productivity is presented. The craft workforce motion productivity
framework, namely Worker 4.0 motion productivity, establishes nine processes to map and measure
performance. Therefore, the nine processes are possible modeling any on-site building task, as
presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Worker 4.0: motion productivity (W4MP).
Worker 4.0 Motion
Productivity

Group of Movements and Performance

Example

Free-hand performing

One or both hands during the tasks, handling
materials or products

putting a brick, etc.

Auxiliary tools

One or both hands during the tasks handling
auxiliary tools

using a spirit-level, etc.

Manual tools

One or both hands during the tasks handling manual
tools

using a trowel, etc.

Electric/electronic tools

One or both hands during the tasks, handling
electric/electronic tools

using a drill, etc.

Machines operation

One or both hands during the tasks, dealing with
machines/workstations or dealing with equipment

using a bench circular
saw, using a backhoe, etc.

Robotic automation

Automated work based on robotic equipment

robotic bricklaying
arm, etc.

Do not operate value

Doing any productive work. That does not advance
the progress of the tasks. Furthermore, identified as
“ineffective Therbligs” or “not productive”

planning, searching,
chatting, resting, human
needs, etc.

Walking

Walking without carrying anything on hands

going to the WC,
idleness, etc.

Carrying

Walking carrying something on hands

products, equipment,
tools, etc.

It is essential to highlight that manual data collection by direct observations is an ancient practice.
Nevertheless, it is time-consuming, costly, labor-intensive and highly prone to failures [2]. Framing this
practice with privacy issues, it is also relevant to emphasize that manual data collection relies on one
person looking from close to others that are performing a task and taking notes from it. Furthermore,
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data post-evaluation models are more effective when the work process is routinely repeated [2]. In the
case of CI, where projects have higher non-repeatable work processes, post-data evaluation techniques
have limited gains [2].
As above stated and into the opportunities for Construction 4.0 on sensing technologies, to fulfil the
Worker 4.0 frameworks proposed, it is vital the implementation of electronic performance monitoring
models. Given the large amount of data collected by electronic devices and, in order to process
such information quickly and autonomously, it is necessary to use postprocessing based on machine
intelligence. Academic studies focusing on the classification of human activities/actions develop
algorithms based on deep learning [25,107] and machine learning [28,93,108].
5. Worker 4.0
5.1. Motion Productivity
This paper proposes mixing work elements and basic motion elements to enable the mapping
process of all construction tasks, providing an adequate process to increase on-site production.
The proposed production process modelling will allow the measurement of the amount of service
performed (by hand or mechanized) in a similar method as recommended by Hwang et al. [103].
Likewise, assesses the unproductive and time spent in auxiliary activities. As presented in Section 2,
previous academic studies applied diffuse techniques, not focusing on the modeling of production
processes. This study precisely proposes the formation of a pattern with a focus on CI on-site
tasks modeling.
In addition, it sets a common basis for the measurement of the energy expended (e.g., kcal/min,
Btu/min) on each process. Table 4 presents the nine processes of craft workforce motion productivity
and their acronyms detailing the:
•
•

•

•

The element level of the tasks (work element or basic motion element) [4,98] and autonomous
when robotic automation;
Processes characteristic (operation, inspection, delay, transportation/storage), processes meanings
and symbols follow the same pattern of well-known process chart flow applied in macromotion
studies [109];
Productive state (productive or direct work, contributory or support work, nonproduction work)
the productive state addresses the workforce performance during the development of tasks [110]
and autonomous production in the case of automated robotic equipment;
Electronic Monitoring (body motion, location, sound/noise), suggests an approach to monitor
the performance employing electronic devices. Those three elements are considered the minor
features to control and to measure the performance. Electronic monitoring more aspects than the
ones indicated would provide more outputs, but as well, it would increase complexity and cost.
It is possible to interpreter the activity being performed based on the hands and the legs motions
when accomplishing all nine processes. Furthermore, monitoring image-based can identify that
elements handling by the workers. At the same time, some activity processes, such as free-hand
performing, auxiliary tools, manual tools, and electric/electronic tools can be captured just by the
hands’ motion. The legs contribute to this assessment and also provide more useful information
for others (for example, do not operate value; walking; carrying). Therefore, it is considered
appropriate to wear devices on wrists or arms and legs to, at least, capture that motion acceleration.
Beyond this, the monitoring of workers’ body rotation and location, if added, can increase the
analysis. As an example, from monitoring the trajectory, it can make it possible to interpret the
collection/carrying of elements from storage areas or machine/equipment movement. Furthermore,
the sound/noise tracking of electric tools, machines and equipment can allow the identification of
operating times and indicate the components-specific type.
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Table 4. Worker 4.0: motion productivity (W4MP) specifications and patterns.
Worker 4.0 Motion
Productivity

Acronym

Free-hand
Performing

Process

Element Level
of the Tasks

Indication

Symbol

FHP

work element

Operation

Auxiliary tools

AUT

work element

Manual tools

MNT

Electric/electronic
tools

Productive State

Monitoring

O

Productive or
Direct work

BM

Inspection



Contributory
orSupport work

BM

work element

Operation

O

Productive or
Direct work

BM

EET

work element

Operation

O

Productive or
Direct work

BM + So

Machines operation

MOP

work element

Operation

O

Productive or
Direct work

BM + Loc + So

Robotic automation

RBA

autonomous

Operation

O

Autonomous
Production

BM + Loc + So

Do not operate
value

IDL

basic motion
element

Delay

D

Nonproduction
work

BM + Loc

Walking

WLK

basic motion
element

Delay

D

Nonproduction
work

BM + Loc

Carrying

CAR

basic motion
element

∆Ô

Contributory
orSupport work

BM + Loc

Transportation/
Storage

BM—body motion; Loc—location (x; y; z); So—sound detector.

5.2. Flowchart to Increase Efficiency and Mechanization Level Measurement
Figure 5 presents a flowchart of processes or the Worker 4.0 motion productivity to boost
productivity framework. Based on the following assumptions and the designed flow, Table 5 presents
the first analysis indications on how to boost efficiency and mechanization levels.
Assumption 1. All construction activities have a mix of operations performed only with the hands and others
with the aid of tools (either manual or auxiliary or electrical) or machines or equipment;
Assumption 2. The handwork component (with one or both hands) is intrinsic/inherent to construction activities;
Assumption 3. Operating times should be maximized;
Assumption 4. Automated and Mechanical performances are higher than manual performance;
Assumption 5. Processes performed with tools have higher performance than the manual ones (not using tools);
Assumption 6. To achieve improved productivity, the tasks processes should be mechanized or automated;
Assumption 7. Inspections and verifications performed by the workers themselves should be reduced;
Assumption 8. Easily assembled templates and elements that require no measurement are prone to
accelerate processes.
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et al. [103]
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in
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projects.
Hwang
et
al.
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proposed
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qualitative
regarding
a
qualitative
survey.
Based on
the Worker
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Based on the Worker
motion
productivity
(W4MP),
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measure the
the mechanization
of the4.0
tasks
conducted
by the
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mechanization
of the tasks
conducted
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index.
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index.
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(EET—electric/electronic tools; MOP—machines operation; RBA—robotic automation) upon the
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upon the operation processes, without considering the other processes as inspection, delay and
transportation/storage.
EET + MOP + RBA
(M4MP) Mechanization index = P
,
Operation Processes

(1)

where:
EET = electric/electronic tools;
MOP = machines operation;
RBA = robotic automation;
Operation process = (FHP + MNT + EET + MOP + RBA);
FHP = free-hand performing;
MNT = manual tools.
The analysis of these results based on the status quo of building construction tasks a classification
scale is proposed, as follows:
•
•
•
•

Low—0% to 20%;
Moderate—21% to 40%;
High—41% to 60%;
Very high—above 61%.

It is based on the qualitative analysis of the responses regarding the efficiency of the processes
and the quantitative values of each process and the mechanization index that the W4MP method will
allow ways to improve productivity in the on-site construction projects.
5.3. Tasks Process Modelling Chart
The monitoring of both hands can allow the formation of a left-hand/right-hand chart (very applied
in assembly process modelling [3,4,109]). Where, each hand instant motion is classified as a known
process (e.g., therblig) and is plotted into two timeline columns [3,4,109]. The concept of this
chart is evaluating the workers’ operation to eliminate one-handed operation [109]. It is known
that it is impossible to use both hands for the entire working time [109]. However, it is observed
that the manufacturing industry has improved its operations using this method for workstations
evaluation [3,4,109].
The Worker 4.0 modelling chart was designed based on that two-handed chart (see Figure 6).
This chart consolidates all the concepts above presented. At the top left (first and second columns),
it presents the information about the task and the worker (e.g., work package, output quantity, worker
profession, day and time). A chart evidences that the proportionality of the processes labelled could be
seen at the middle top. Finally, at the top right, a summary timing based on the Worker 4.0 motion
productivity processes are presented where the cycle time and the performance efficiency can be
determinate. In the chart sequence, appear twelve informative columns, where at the center can be seen
one column with the information of geo-position (x; y; z) or a BIM space/tag identification, side by side
it presents two columns with graduation (time) and colors (the type of process). Next, this centered
column from left (four columns) and right (four columns) presents the respective pieces of information
about workers hands and legs. Where on leg and hand information it may show a detailed classification
of the activity (e.g., holding, sawing, walking). Also, for each labelled hand/leg the detailed information
has time duration measured and a Worker 4.0 motion productivity (W4MP) classification describing
the activity. Finally, a column in the right presents the workers estimated amount of calories expended.
If it is not an already known activity, it will appear as (?), when the analyst identifies that task
(e.g., hammering) the processing system method (e.g., machine learning) understands it and records
for labeling. Forward, this gap is filled as labeled (e.g., hammering). The system in the next similar
activity one “registers” the pattern of the new action identified.
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The Worker 4.0 modeling chart enables the modeling of production processes for a detailed
analysis of productivity. It is possible to evaluate in time (hours, minutes and even seconds) the workers’
motions captured by the sensing wearables technology (in the case hands and legs). Still, it is possible
to increase the analysis and the algorithms based on geolocation and also tools’ noise. The processing
of data through artificial intelligence will allow the automation of the activities labeling. In this way,
a future system can be organically supplied, only giving rise to small calibrations and adjustments.
This chart can provide a streamlined view on productivity that can be used for multiple purposes such
as training, by comparing an optimal performance with each worker results.
6. Discussion
Worker 4.0 is a concept that materializes the main principles and behavior of workers in a
Construction 4.0 scenario. The craft-workforce-centered concept is illustrated in Figure 7. It is
precisely because the Worker 4.0 motion productivity is designed for the control and continuous
improvement of processes that the four-step management method PDCA is adequate to conduct
that. First, the innovation project based on the methodologies of Worker 4.0 motion productivity
that are craft-workforce-centered must be planned. The next step is to complete data collection and
processing. Hence, the performance checks of the processes to assess the level of mechanization.
The final step is to act on on-site productivity, implementing actions to control and set up continuous
improvement procedures.
However, the high hierarchy of the company must authorize and sponsor the innovation project,
defining the premises and the requirements for the development of electronic control. Hence, a program
and specifications for the evaluation of productivity should be conducted based on project management
premises. A process should define the plan to implement the electronic measurement, as well as,
the business rules and software systems for data analysis to develop. After this, it is necessary to
implement the infrastructure on the construction site—as well as install the sensors. Up to this point
that can identify a cycle of planning, specifications and actions that enable data collection and analysis.
Workers who will undergo monitoring should receive information and training regarding devices.
As well as, in light with the legal and ethical rules, they should consent the collection of data regarding
their performance during the execution of the daily tasks. With the system in operational hardware
and software, the on-site data collection begins, and the analysis of this information is a startup.
This cycle of productivity control with the collection and analysis of situational data should trigger
in an improvement process, with the implementation of a productivity action plan. The first cycle
of program and implementation should occur periodically, based on the strategic management of
the business. On the other hand, the cycle of control and improvement must occur according to the
cost–benefit analysis and can be either continuous or periodic. Such an analysis should be based on the
quantitative and qualitative values determined in the measurement and the consequent opportunity to
improve the productive indices.
Stakeholders from different knowledge will be interacting with this type of innovative method,
for example as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Directors (authorization and sponsoring);
Manager (project management);
Field engineers (conduct the implementation and the assessment);
Human resources specialists (regulation and support);
Planners and quality engineers (time schedule and improvement plans);
Craft workers (GDPR consent and work under monitoring).

Mutual benefits for both employees and employers should be a target as crucial success factors
of EPM. A well-trained craft workforce and the awareness of their own performance will potentially
increase projects profits into a cycle of optimization and maximization of jobs in the CI.
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the workers. These assume a crucial role in terms of future headings of the research and, at the same
time, constitute an opportunity to raise the bar of the industry image regarding the craft workforce.
The proposal ranged a multilevel approach and looked for all aspects of innovation framed within the
trends of Construction 4.0.
One of the biggest challenges of implementing workforce electronic performance monitoring is
the compliance with the GDPR [112]. The awareness and consent of each worker is vital to create safe
environments that are ethically delegated by pre-established collective-agreements rules and GDPR
compliant [112].
The added value of this work for the CI can be improved through the integration of measurement
methodologies and data collection devices. These—in addition to the improved support for the
selection of the appropriate level of performance productivity assessment—may allow, among others,
the best integration with the human productivity factors, as well as guidelines and awareness for
the continuous improvement of workers and teams skills. By modeling the tasks, it will be possible
the productivity assessment, both for workers as individuals and teams and forward, based on that,
an overall on-site productivity vision, achieving a project best performance.
Short-term future research directions (led by the authors and other research groups) are focused
on conducting a set of laboratory/on-site experiments based on electronic monitoring with a broader
workforce sample—to test systems and the performance of algorithms in a near-real practical application.
These cases studies will also allow fulfilling the proposed Worker 4.0 motion methods searching
for improvement in order to evolve to an operational system. Regarding long-term future research,
the authors hope to apply the methodology to construction companies to evaluate the methodology
effectiveness in real-world scenarios.
Craft-workforce-centered construction performance transformation is possible by inspiring people
on-site to embrace 4.0 innovations. The challenge of increasing productivity will be achieved by
making the tasks processes easier, with less effort, more autonomous and implementing technology to
measure performance. In the current context, health and safety issues gain even more relevance and
the topic may work as an enabler towards the implementation of several innovations.
7. Patents
Worker 4.0 is a registered brand (Calvetti, Diego. 2019. WORKER 4.0. National brand. Portugal,
number 616437, filed January 07.).
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